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from Flax - Mill, where we weave. We can safely call the beetling they do
for us “carbon footprint free”.
Marion Baur’s weaving is often praised (the world over) for beauty of
design and very high quality. A finish like beetling lends itself to set off our
linen, give it “the final touch”.
During the Flax - Mill - Open - Day 2019 and indeed during the trendsetting Fashion Show as part of it, beetled linen is going to play a special
role:
• 4 garments shown on the cat - walk will be made from it.
• We will have a special stall in the mill showing and selling beetle-finished
linen.
• For the first time ever makers and designers will be able to purchase
hand-woven linen (design and all weaving done by Marion Baur) - in
limited quantities - which has been beetled.
• We are expecting a number of tailors and dress-makers who work with
the cloth (Liz Corrigan and Maria Cardenas being but two of them ….)
well able to share their experience with the “pounded fabric” with other
visitors.
• Finally, the man who keeps beetling going in Upperlands, Sam Anderson,
should be there to answer all the questions.
In 2019 we praise the power of the wooden blocks not for nostalgia but
for very up-to-date reasons:
The result is healthy, caring for the environment, strong, dense and
beautiful, a pure plant fabric, no animal -tested or animal-products used in
the whole process - in short: It is “Irish Linen at its highest point”!
This supplement on its own should interest you but it makes even more
sense in connection with our full programme!
Should you not have it, drop us a line and we will forward it to you. Hard
copy -versions are available.
Hermann Glaser-Baur

